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Campus Decorates
For Yule Season
Snow Man, Santa Clous, Trees
Show Clemson Christmas Spirit
The Clemson campus is ready for Christmas! And this
year, students and several agencies of the college have gone
to more trouble and expense than ever before.
The area surrounding Tillman
Hall was readied for "The Song
of Christmas" which was presented Tuesday and Wednesday nights.
A huge snow man, approximately
10 feet high, and a life-sized portrait of Santa Claus now greets
students, faculty and visitors as
they approach Bowman Field.
In the parking lot in front of
the College Chapel, an enormous
Christmas tree is covered with
blue lights, which are turned on
each night. The front of the
Chapel itself is outlined with a
series of blue bulbs.

IKES TALK 10
CORP OF CADETS

Major General Robert W. Douglass, Jr. addressed the Clemson
Corps of Cadets in the Field House
at 4 p. m. on Thursday, December 11. The subject of his talk
On the porch of the Chapel is was 'The Qualifications and Chara miniature forest of small, snow- acteristics of an Officer."
covered cedars. Snowflakes are
seemingly falling from the ceiling.
The general, who is commandAlmost every cadet company has ing general of the Eighteenth
decorated a Christmas tree in its Air Force with headquarters at
Donaldson Air Force Base in
area.
The Clemson House, both inside Greenville, was born on March
and outside, gives the appearance 8, 1900, in Memphis, Tennessee.
of the approach of the Yuletide He graduated from the United
season. Multi-colored lights dec- States Military Academy at West
orate the columns in front. A large Point in 1922. He entered flying
tree has also been decorated for school in 1924 and received his
wings in 1925.
Christmas.
Trees in front of the YMCA
and east of the Library have received the usual sets of multicolored lights.

Charles E. Daniel (center), newly-initiated honorary member of the Clemson Chapter of Blue
Key, talks with Dr. D. W. Daniel (left), dean
emeritus of the School of Arts and Science, and
J. C. Little John, business manager, at Blue Key's
faculty-student Christmas party held at the

Collection Of Ripley's
Oddities Shown Here
Curios Of 'Believe It Or Not'
Collections Exhibited Downtown

Robert Ripley's personal collection of "Believe It Or
From 1925 to 1942 he served in Not" oddities has been on exhibit in a van parked in downassignments which included <for town Clemson since 9 o'clock this morning.
eign tours in both the Panama

The exhibit, which is being preCanal and Hawaii.
In February 1942 he became a sented under the auspices of the
Christmas is only a week away, member of the Permanent Joint Navy Club of the United States,
but Clemson is ready!
will be open to the public until 9
o'clock tonight. Traveling with
the exhibit on its tour through the
United States are Mr. and Mrs.
William Perkins.
Believe It or Not cartoons have
Several changes iri the Cadet
been appearing in newspapers
Regulations concerning week-end
throughout the world for years. On
leaves are to be made to become
effective at the beginning of next
display in this exhibit will be some
semester.
of the original drawings picturing
• It has been recommended and
facts which many found difficult
approved that paragrph 106a be
to believe.
changed to read as follows:
A
week-end leave is a privilege
The greater portion of the exwhich is awarded to a cadet who
hibit features part of Kipley's
by his satisfactory academic and
amazing collection of the aumilitary records merits such a
thentic original subjects on
privilege. A cadet with a weekwhich the cartoons are based.
end leave is authorized to be abEvery item is selected from the
sent from college after his last
unusual assortment of strange
scheduled class on Saturday, or
things which Ripley spared no
tfter Saturday morning inspeceffort or expense to unearth
tion, whichever is later, until
during his endless explorations
2200 hours on Sunday. A cadet
of all parts of the world.
in any of the upper three classes
The mobile exhibit is mounted
is eligible for week-end leave,
GEN. DOUGLASS
provided: (1) That he passed
on a special custom-built trailer
thirteen or more credits for the
mysterious oddities from
of Defense of Canada and featuring
preceding semester. This rule Board
darkest Africa. Included are such
the United States, with headquar rare
items as the African Hate
applies until the mid-semester rein Washington. In September God, primitive
ports are issued. (2) That on ters
clubs and knives, a
1942
he
was
assigned
to
Hawaii
ing satisfactory or superior work as commanding general of the cannibal drum made of human
in thirteen or more credits. After Seventh Fighter Command and skin, a necklace of human bones,
the mid-summer reports are com- was promoted to brigadier gen- as well as countless articles of Afpiled, the rule contained in (1) eral. From April 1944 to July 1945 rican witchcraft, art, and black
above will not apply for the re- he commanded the Seventh Air magic.
mainder of the semester.
Also to be shown are a large
Force in the Pacific. On SeptemThe remainder of the paragrhp ber 3, 1944, he was promoted to number of rare relics and colconcerning demerits, room arrest, major general.
lector's items, such as the
sick in quarters or in hospital, and
"world's oldest unpaid bill" and
On return to the United
temporary light duty remain un- States he was assigned to the
Jesse James' first pistol, bechanged.
lieve it or not.
office of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff in Washington. In October
Admission will be free; however,
1945 he was made comanding funds raised through voluntary
Kappa Alpha Sigma
general of the First Air Force donations will be used by the nain New York.
tional headquarters and local ships
Holds Business Meet
He became commanding gen- of the Navy Club of the United
of the indoctrination division States to assist them in carrying
The Clemson agronomy club, eralthe
Training Command at San on their services to naval veterans
Kappa Alpha Sigma, met on Tues- at
Texas, in July' 1947. At of all wars.
day night, December 16, at 7:00 Antonio,
the beginning of the Berlin airlift
o'clock in Long Hall, with L. C. he
was assigned to United States
Lawson of Darlington presiding.
NOTICE!
Air Forces in Europe at Wiesba
A business discussion was held den, Germany, as chief of staff.
All students other than agriculin which plans were made for the He served in this capacity until tural majors desiring to receive a
ordering of keys for the club mem- January, 1951, when the Twelfth copy of the Agrarian should leave
bers. The club picture for Taps Air Force was reactivated and he names and. room numbers in enwas made yesterday.
was designated the commanding velope on door of room 1-177. No
The next regular meeting of the general.
.copies will be left in rooms other
club will be held on Tuesday,
When the Eighteenth Air than those of agricultural majors
January 13.
(Continued on page 5)
except upon request.

Week-End Leave
Rules Changed

An Editorial

jfterrp Christmas
To Our Readers
FOR THEIR much-appreciated support of The Tiger,
for their valuable criticisms and suggestions.
To the Board of Trustees
FOR THEIR longsighted handling of the complexities'
that fall their lot.
To Dr. Poole
FOR HIS leadership ability, his obvious interest in
Clemson, his contributions for a bigger and better Clemson,
his interest in student affairs.
To Mr. Little John, Mr. Hill, and the Business Manager's
Office Staff

56 Boxes Taken
Up By APO
Alpha Phi Omega, national
leadership service fraternity,
following the annual Thanksgiving dinner in the mess hall,
collected enough food to deliver boxes to 56 needy families
in the Clemson area.
Two crates of oranges were
given to the Negro Youth Center.
The local branch of the fraternity will take up another
collection at the Christmas
supper on Friday, December 19.

Butler To Attend
National Phi Chi
Eta Meeting

FOR THE speed and efficiency with which they handle Leonard C. Butler, textile manufacturing senior of Laurinburg,
Clemson's many business problems and the fine cooperation North Carolina, will attend a
joint meeting of the national ofwhich they have shown The Tiger.
ficers of Phi Chi Eta, Quartermas-

To Mr. Metz, Mr. Vickery, and the Registrar's Office Staff ter fraternity, on December 27
and 28 in Chicago.
FOR THE capable handling of the mammoth job of regButler is public relations ofistration, the release of timely notices which are of interest ficer of the national organization and is also the editor of
to the student body.
To Mr. Brown and the Treasurer's Office Staff
FOR KEEPING all bank accounts straight, and especially for their interest and cooperation in connection with
the Student Loan Fund.
To Colonel Cookson, the Military Staff, and

the News-Letter, which has a
nation - wide distribution to
Quartermaster ROTC units.

The other national officers are:
D. R. Vernon of Michigan State,
commander; W. C. Duncan of
UCLA, vice-commander; E. J.
Connor of the University of Illinois, special service officer; J.
Civilian Assistants
E. Storrer of Michigan State, secand J. C. Wattles of WestFOR MAKING the Clemson Cadet Corps among the retary;
ern Michigan, treasurer.
best in the South, for their proficiency in handling all necesThe meeting during the Christmas holidays will be held at the
sary secretarial work.
Hotel Morrison in Chicago.

To Mr. Hill and the Housing Office Staff
FOR THEIR fairness in dealing with the distribution
of housing.

Four Initiated
Into American
Ceramic Society

To Mr. Cox
FOR HIS interest in student affairs, for his sympathetic
Four new members were reunderstanding of student problems, for his accomplishments cently
elected into the Clemson
in spreading the name of Clemson through public relations. student chapter of the American
Ceramic Society. '
New members are: C. G. Brittain, Hickory, N. C; H. C. Darnell, Clemson; C. C. Fain, Spartanburg; and R. G. Hill, Florence.
The formal initiation was held
December 1. After the initiation
To the Faculty
refreshments were served and a
color movie of the 1951 Orange
FOR IMPARTING the principles of higher education, Bowl game was shown.

To the Deans and Directors
FOR THEIR unselfish efforts which they have given
towards working out problems of the student body, for. their
help to the students in securing jobs after graduation.

for ironing out academic problems at faculty meetings, for
extra-personal interest shown in the students and student
affairs.
To Coach Howard and the Athletic Association
FOR SERVING their sentence, imposed by the Southern Conference, in a spirit of $ood sportsmanship, for not
bringing out the "crying towel" when a player was injured
or an all-important game was lost... to Herman for the ex(Continued on page 2)

Mu Beta Psi Concert
Has Been Postponed
The jazz concert, sponsored by
the Mu Beta Psi, which was scheduled to be presented in the College Chapel tonight, has been postponed.
Announcements will be made at
a later date concerning the new
date for the concert.

Clemson House Monday night. Mr. Daniel is
president of the Daniel Construction Company
of Greenville and is a member of the Clemson
Board of Trustees. (Staff photo by Jack
Trimmier).

AlChE Sponsors Talk By Dr.
Stephenson, Atomic Engineer
shielding problems for personnel
often under space limitation, but
must also design most manipulations for remote control and inDr. Richard Stephenson, a senior design engineer of direct observation. The latter inthe Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennes- volves such complicated manipuas are involved in microsee, presented a lecture in the New Chemistry Auditorium lations
chemical analysis and machine
at 7 p. m., on December 11
shop work to say nothing of reguDr. Stephenson received his lenge the ingenuity of design lar plant operations.
graduate training in chemical en- engineers in this* intellectually
Over' one hundred students
gineering at the University of intriguing field of applied
and faculty members heard Dr.
Minnesota and graduated from nucleanics.
Dr. Stephenson pointed out that Stephenson. At the close of his
that institution with the 'Ph. D.
talk, Dr. Stephenson was bomdegree in 1950. He has been as- the successful engineer designing barded
with many questions.
sociated with the Oak Ridge Na- atomic reactors must overcome For almost an hour he retional Laboratory and the Oak what at first glance seems to be mained to answer and explain
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies almost irlsurmountable difficul- all that was permissible withsince that time.
ties. That he must overcome out violating security regulaThe lecture was presented as one very acute problems in heat trans- tions.
of a series of technical meetings fer because of the tremendous
which are being sponsored by the quantities of heat energy that
The officers of the Clemson
Clemson student chapter of the are released sometimes in very College Student Chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical limited spaces that would other- American Institute of Chemical
Engineers.
wise result in very high and de- Engineers are: President, D. H.
Under the title of his lecture, structive temperatures. That he Bouchillon of/ Greenville; vice"Engineers and Atomic Ener- must overcome critical problems president, M, R. Corbitt of St.
gy," Dr. Stephenson briefly de- in the selection and adaption of Matthews; secretary, A. L. Gocgscribed the mechanism by which structural materials because of ler of Chester; treasurer, C. B.
energy is derived from the split- the destructive effects of the in- Goodlet of Travelers Rest; and
ting of the atom; and then pro- tense radiation upon them and councillor, Dr. A. Berne-Allen,
ceeded with his principal theme the adverse effects of high tem- professor and head, Department
to point out some of the major peratures frequently encountered. of Chemical Engineering, Clemtechnical problems that chal- That he must not only overcome son College.

Dr. Stephenson Speaks On
'Engineers And Atomic Energy'

1953 Graduates
Be Checked By
Old Ratio System

F

I

L. P. Crawford was re-elected
for a fourth term as mayor of
the town of Clemson on Saturday, December 13, by defeating
Bratton Williams, incumbent councilman, by a vote of 216 to 77. ,
Also elected in the general municipal election were six councilmen, who received votes as fol-

At a meeting held on Monday,
December 15, the Deans and Di
rectors adopted the first two sections of the transition policies beins compiled in connection with
the new grade point system. These
two sections deal with the transition in the quality requirements
for graduation and the transition
in the honor requirements.
Other sections under consideration include transition policies
with regard to the maximum
credit load a student may take,
the grade point ratio required
for classification as sophomores,
juniors, and seniors respectively,
and the quality requirement
which a student must meet to be
eligible to continue in college.
Under the new grade point system approved by the Deans and
Directors in 1950 and initiated this
year, four grade points are assigned for each credit hour on
which the student receives the
grade of "A," three grade points
for each credit hour of "B", two
grade points for each credit hour
of "C", and one grade point for
each credit hour of "D". The 195253 session has been designated as
a year of transition from the old
system to the new system and
policies concerning this transition
will be announced as compiled and
adopted.
According to information re>
leased this week by the Registrar's
Office, candidates for graduation
in February, June, and August.
1953, will be checked under the
old grade point system in order to
determine their eligibility for
graduation.

L. P. CRAWFORD
lows: John LaGrone, 241; Roy
Boggs, 231; C. O. Garrison, 230;
W. J. Barker, 226; Jack Tuttle,
213; and E. E. Leslie, 204.
Other candidates in the council
race were: Dan Thompson, 161
votes; Bob Bannister, 137 votps;
and Betts Wilson, 120 votes. W.
L. Mauldin received tv*'o wri ein ballots, and M. C. Rochester
and E. M. Lander received one
write-in vote each.
Of the six councilmen elected,
Mr. Leslie, Mr. LaGrone, Mr.
Boggs, and Mr. Garrison are incumbent. W. C. Bowen, sixth
member of the council, did not offer for re-election.
Mr. Crawford was first elected
to the office of mayor in 1946. He
is a retired Clemson College staff
member and is now an insurance
agent.
A record vote of 295 ballots
were cast in Saturday's election,
which was conducted at - the
Clemson-Calhoun Graded School
building.
Poll managers were H. G. McGraw, Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Gage,
and the Reverend J. K. Goode.
The new council will be installed at a meeting to be held for that
purpose on January 1, at 7 p. m.

Candidates for graduation in
February, June, and August,
1954, will be checked for graduation under the new grade
point system and required to
have a grade point ratio of 1.5
or above under the new system. For graduation on these
dates, however, a candidate who
does not meet this requirement
but who otherwise qualifies
graduation may, by approval
of the Deans and Directors, be
permitted to qualify under the
old grade point system. For fa- Savannah-Ridgeland
vorable consideration by the
Deans and Directors, the can- Club To Hold Dance
didate must have maintained a
Savannah-Ridgeland-Clemsatisfactory quality of work sonThe
Club will hold its • annual
subsequent to the change in the Christmas
dance on Tuesday evegrade point system.
ning, December 23, in the "Knights
Candidates for graduation in of Columbus" building in Savanthe calendar year of 1955 will be nah, Georgia.
required to have a grade ratio of The dance, which is not restrict1.6. In 1956 candidates for grad- ed to members of the club, will
uation will be required to have a begin at 8:30 p. m. and continue
ratio of 1.8. A grade point ratio until 12:30 a. m.
of 2.0 will* be required for those An intermission party and a supcandidates for graduation in 1957 per have also been planned for
the evening.
and following years.
Advance tickets, costing $375
In order to qualify for gradua- may be obtained from any of the
tion with honor, high honor, and club members at Clemson or may
highest honor, respectively, can- be purchased at the door
didates for graduation in 1953
may qualify under the old grade
point system.
Nu Epsilon To Have
To qualify for graduation
Meadowbrook Party
(Continued on page 5)
Clemson's Nu Epsilon Club,
composed of Clemson students
from the area in and around New
No Tiger Will Be
York City, will hold its annual
Christmas party at Frank Dailey's
Published Over
Meadowbrook in Cedar Grove,
New Jersey, on Tuesday, DecemChristmas Holidays
ber 30. Ralph Flannegan and his
The Tiger will not be published band will furnish music for the
for the next two weeks because gala occasion which will be desigof the Christmas holidays, which nated as "Clemson Night."
begin on Saturday, December 20,
Any student, alumnus, or friend
at 1 p. m. and end on Sunday, wishing to attend the Christmas
January 4, at 10:00 p. m.
party may make reservations with
The next issue of The Tiger will Walter Gonseth, Box 848, or may
go by room 1-137.
appear on Thursday, January 8.
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EDITORIAL
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cellent care he gave to the members of the various sports
teams ... to the bohunks who take the knocks and make
the teams.

Letters To

To John Califf and the Clemson News Bureau
FOR SHARING dependable news with us, for cooperating to put Clemson oh the map, for well-written news
stories.

11 December 1952

Tom Clemson

gives me the right to answer the cause that's where proper guidletter that found its way into Jake ance can do the most good. This
Peniand's column of 7 Pecemuer type of work has been tried this
1952.
semester to a limited extent by a
I know that for the people who student who indoctrinated me with
really matter, those who really the idea, and so far I believe it
have the interest of the school and tg be a worthwhile one. The basic
the Cadet Corps at heart "the man of thinking behind these opinions
from The Point" needs no de- is that the military department
fense from me or anyone. They should attempt to do more toward
know that his interest and unsel- helping students adjust themselves
fish devotion in trying to prepare and not concentrate all the emphayou for the task ahead of you is sis on the strictly technical aspects
without question.
of military.
opposition
to
those
of
Mr.
Stokes.
To the Retired Clemson Personnel
The military does have its place
First,
I
will
say
that
I
came
to
You say that a man from
FOR GIVING so much to Clemson during the many Clemson as a freshman in the fall
"The Point" does not realie in our life, but it should have its
years they served, for remaining loyal to the school.
of 1947. Right after the war what it has taken to produce place in the system down with
ended, freshman discipline, or "Clemson Spirit" and you inti- everything else, or at least try to
To the Extension Service and Experiment Station
paddling in particular, was very mate that this spirit or rather emphasize first things first.
I hope that in the very near fuFOR THEIR service to Clemson, state and country in much in effect. This is hearsay, this lack of spirit th*t hss been
but I did get it from my brother, caused by taking away y,our ture some constructive step will be
agricultural and industrial research.
who started there in 1945.
customs and traditions has re- taken to equalize and balance eur
sulted in the downfall of the education in all its different
To Members of the Clergy
In 1947, paddling was still
phases. This does not mean by
athletic empire.
very
much
in
effect.
I
would
FOR THEIR personal interest in the students and their
my method or any other particular
not be stupid enough to say
He realizes what it takes tg one, but I believe that a person
problems-, both material and spiritual.
that I enjoyed the "pep meet- make spirit but he also knows should have some ideas to support
ing" that were held on the that for the present there is himself before criticizing or deTo Mr. Watson and the Service Division
halls, but I can say that I did something a bit more important molishing that which is already in
FOR KEEPING Clemson's buildings and grounds in not mind them, as they served than winning a few athletic eoiw existence.
their purpose well. I am sure tests. He is doing his best to
Sincerely yours,
proper condition, for their work on the Christmas decora- that
Mr. Stokes knows what prepare you for a game in which
Ronald M. North, '54
their purpose was. However, I your life and your country's life
tions.
would like to say that they are the stakes and in which you Dear Tom,
To Miss Shanklin, Mr. Metz, and the Concert Committee
were not held for the delight of can lose only once.
I realize that of late your colFOR HELPING to improve education at Clemson along some peddle -happy sophomores.
Serving fer two years as Ser- umn has become the instrument,
for the discussion
I'll buy the statement that the geant Major for this "man from anda battlefield
cultural lines.
very important issue. I bemany should not suffer for the The Point" I feel that I came to Of
that the very calibre of
To Miss Graham and the Library Staff
wrongs of a few. This is in ref- know him just a bit better than lieve
most of you did. Tr.ke it from Clemson's future graduates deerence
ta
the
fact
that
when
a
FOR THEIR unceasing efforts in helping students selarge extent on the
few freshmen "beat out", the me, never again will you have pends to aapplication
ef the concure literature, for the aid which they give on research pa- whole company must take part in anyone who has the interest of successful
the Cadet Corps and the school clusions arrived at out ef these
the
pep
meeting.
It
is
my
opinpers, for the up-to-date publications they keep on file at all
and other similar word worn arion that the freshmen do not more at heart.
guments.
times.
He tried to instill in the hearts
consider themselves as many individuals but as a group in which of every instructor the desire to
Several supposedly very in*
To Mr. Holtzendorff and the YMCA Staff
the group is responsible for the train you so thoroughly that you telligent students have seen
FOR ITS active interest in all student activities, for actions of any one person. By would always be a credit not only fit to publicly express their
same token, the upperclass- to Clemson but to your country as views pro and con on this subsponsoring fine programs of campus-wide appeal, for pro- the
men think of themselves as a well. If he has eliminated any ject; the student body has also
moting cleaner living among the students
group and each is responsible for of yqur so-called customs or tra- expressed a very definite opinthe actions of others. By this I ditions J am sure it is because he ion on the subject. Now these
To Dr. Poole's Secretarial Staff
am saying that excesses in pad felt that it interferred with pre- Intelligent people seem to have
you for the job you will be run completely out of intelliFOR KEEPING the students informed on changes in dling or other forms of discipline paring
will not be tolerated by the up- called on to perform for your gent things to say and have
administrative procedures, for their cooperation with The perclassmen as a group.
country.
started a cry similar to "Sticks
and stones may break my
Tiger.
As for the athletic contests,
To bring out a direct oppobones."
T
know
that
no
Clemson
man
sition
to
the
views
expressed
by
To the Post Office
Tom, don't you think that this
suffered more than he when
Mr. Stokes, I would refer to a
FOR THEIR patience and service in delivering the mail. question asked by him in his the "ball bounced the wrong sort of thing is a little below the
way." , The Head or Coach intellect of the participants, and
letter. To Quote: "Is chopping
To IPTAY Members
Jones will tell you that had it the scope of the question?
It
commensurate with the high
FOR THEIR generous contributions to Clemson athletic standards by which an institu- not been for the understanding would be to the advantage of the
and cooperation of this "man school, as a body, to leave the
tion as Clemson is known and
activities,
from The Point" some of the juvenile cry ta the nursery
respected?" Clemson was known
stars who carried you to bowl rhymes and turn their efforts to
and respected for its high standTo the Alumni
ards long before my time, and games would have bee^» back on goading the established commitFOR ALL their interest in Clemson, for keeping alive at such time when chopping the farm or in the mine* in- tee into visible action.
of giving you something
I have neither the time nor the
the old Clemson spirit, for contributing in every way pos- was a very used and effective stead
to cheer about.
wit to take one side or the other
method of bringing about dissible to spread the name of Clemson throughout the state, cipline.
actively in this affair. I only
During my stay at Clemson '■voted. Ne, Tom, my corresponnation, and world.
Certainly one can say that the learned to love the school just dence is more of a complaining
standards and respectability of as much as any of you possibly nature. I have the dubious honor
To State and Nations! Newspapers and Magazines
Clemson did not suffer because of can. Somehow I just can't feel of being a five-year Clemson
FOR ALL the space they have given Clemson in past the chopping practice. When Mr. that the writing of such a scurri- man. This gives me no privileges
Stokes attempts to argue against lous, anonymous ..letter ..as -the other than being able to call all
years, for their complete coverage of all Clemson events.
chopping by saying that it will one in Sunday's State is a part the janitors by name.
discredit the school, he is also of Clemson "custom and tradiThe core of my complaint is
To the Leadership Organizations
saying that the past history and tion." If it is, then the reforms
for five years I haven't been
FOR THEIR interest in campus improvements, for standards of Clemson are not didn't go quite far enough. Take that
able to take a comfortable, rea
look
at
the
casualty
lists.
laxed shower. The water supply
broadening the scope of participation in student affairs, for such as ono would be proud of.
We whose job it has been to In the th' 'd barracks is particuMr. Stokes brings out the fact
giving the student an incentive to work together with his that
the morale of Clemson is low. train you look at them and won- larly sorry. Other than the fact
fellow-students and the administration.
Then, he brings out the fact that der if maybe we shouldn't have that at several regular intervals
there have been fewer drills, cut out some of the customs and during the day no hot water at
fewer rainy days, room arrest traditions a long time ago and in- all is available to the upper floors,
To the Student Government Association
dance week-end regula- sisted on a bit of more training. there is the condition that scald?
FOR ITS efforts to fulfill the desires and petitions of cases,
tions, more cits, less demerits, Look at those casualty lists se a person rather sharply if he is
the students, for attempting to bring better student govern etc. If this is true, and I know riously and you won't have much unlucky enough to be in the
that it is, and the morale is still heart or time for that erector set shower at the time someone turns
ment to Clemson.
the cold water on anywhere in
low, then these heretofore strict or letter writing.
the building.
H. W. Rimmer
regulations were not the cause of
To the Band
low morale. What, then, is the
Tom, after about three good
2303 Blossom Street
FOR THE fine music which they have supplied at pub- cause? The majority of the stuColumbia, South Carolina "hot shots", a fellow gets right
dents maintain that is caused by
gun shy, and takes to showering
lic events in Clemson and other cities.
the ban on paddling. I agree.
like a paratrooper, ready to jump
First Barracks
on the slightest notice. It seems a
To Mr. Dillard and the Laundry Staff
Tradition is defined by Mr.
Dec. 9, 1952
shame to have to tell you about
FOR THEIR tireless efforts to provide Clemson stu- Stokes as nothing more than Dear Tom,
this condition, but Tom, this sitthe prolonged habits of a group.
Tom, I know that you are plenty uation is not new, and has been
dents with adequate laundry service.
I will not try to define tradi- tired of hearing nothing but an reported to the college authorition, as better men than I have
ties several times. This fluctuaTo Our Advertisers
failed in their attempts. How- incessant stream of complaints, tion of the water supply is not onever,
I
would
hate
for
someone
both
trivial
and
important,
from
ly uncomfortable and inconvenFOR THEIR continuous support, without which we
to tell me that the things I did the "Country Gentlemen", but ient, but just as dangerous as an
could not operate.
at Clemson and have carried on since you seem to always listen unlighted stairway.
into my personal life as It is patiently to them I hope mine will
To Our Printers, Palmetto Publishing Company
I know there is very little
now were just done out of force at least be considered and even
you personally can do to help
of habit.
FOR THEIR patient and efficient service.
opened to discussion.
us, and that it could run into
There are many little discrepan- quite a job to completely corNo, I would not like to be told
To Mr. Lane
that I did not believe in the cies in the conduct and the em- rect the system, but it does
FOR HIS advice and guidance in solving the many traditions of Clemson, that they phasis placed on certain things seem that some sort of schedid not stand for something which seem to exhibit themselves dule could be worked out so
problems confronting The Tiger.
greater than myself, that I didn't so often on our campus that they that everyone in the building
think they were good for me or are accepted and nobody has the wouldn't try to take a shower
To Bill Costello
the school, that I could not hope initiative to try to correct them.
at the same time.
to make a name for myself beTo elaborate on all of these
FOR THE idea for this editorial.
Irt the important minutes because I carried on the same tra- actions with which I do not agree
ditions that outstanding Clemson would require too much time and fore a formation, the troops on
To All Others Whom We May Have Omitted
graduates before me had also space; therefore, I want to present the top floor feel lucky if they
WE WISH you a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy carried on, that I was just doing several ideas which I believe will get a trickle of cold water to
these things out of habit.
meet with at least some support wash the soap out of their eyes.
New Year.
Tom, just remember if the
Tom, I don't think you would from the student body. The first
like |or that to be said about you, statement, which if properly han- present system doesn't change
either. We must realize that dled would go a long way toward be sure to yell "TIMBER" next
chopping is a tradition of Clem- reviving the Clemson spirit, is that time you pass through Third Barson, and so it must take its the students be made more con racks.
Sincerely,
scious of their social position, and
By Rembert Stokes
place along with the rest.
Bob Carroll, Jr.
that conduct and behavior exem
I realize that I have not plary of "Country Gentlemen" be
Breathes there a man with soul so plied. "The stem is the best
said much in the defense of the instated, either psychologically or Dear Tom:
part."
dead,
practice of paddling, but such even forcibly, if such should be
Who to himself has never said,
Perhaps some of the things said
Leading a double life will get was not the purpose of my let- necessary.
"To hell with school, I'll stay in
about Clemson cadets are true.
you nowhere twice as fast.
ter. I have only attempted to
. bed."
Shining examples of ungentle- Last week I made the unforgivable
show how facts and beliefs
An old-timer: One who remem- could be misrepresented by manly actions are rowdlness at mistake of writing you a letter
A girl's kisses are like pickles bers when a baby-sitter was call- showing one side only and by
concerts, yelling at visitors (fein a bottle. After you get the ed mother.
males especially) and boisterous expressing my views and what I
letting the interpretations be
first one, the rest come easy.
use of obscene language, or Just thought were the views of many
personal opinions.
Tiger: My girl has- two of the
plain profanity, Just to mention other cadets. Since then I have
I have shown only one side and a few. I think the. students been constantly plagued by peoprettiest legs in the world."
A man working in a munitions
stated personal opinions. I hope would be much prouder of ple who ask me such qustions as
Rat: "How do you know?"
factory caught his coat in a rethat I have shown that what I Clemson if they could honestly "Who wrote that letter for you?"
Tiger: "I counted 'em."
volving wheel and was whirled
have written has about as much stand behind the motto, "COUN"Did you write that letter?"
round and round until the foreDaughter: "Mom, did you find logic to it as Mr. Stokes' state- TRY GENTLEMEN"
"Who helped you write that letman managed to switch off the men trying?"
ment. I have not tried to dismachine. The Workman dropped • Mama: "Yes, dear, but you credit his statements but to show
A second point I wish to make ter?"
and up rushed the foreman. must learn to hold them off."
that there are more ways than one is that I believe the military deI have had enough, Tom. Never
"Speak to me," he pleaded.
of looking at a picture. I do not partment and some students place before did I realize what a matoo much emphasis on trivial mat- jor operation it must be to write
"Why should I?" the workman
It was the immigrant's first claim my views to be right.
ters and not enough dh more im- a letter. To those people who
asked. "I passed you six times visit, alone, to the big city.- After
Donald H. Clayton
portant things which would pro- doubt my integrity I say this: I
and you didn't speak to me."
wandering through a lar?e de2nd Lt. USAF
vide a basis for everything else. never hesitate to sign anything I
partment store he approached the
Class of 1952
Specifically, I believe this depart- write, and I never sign anything I
Box 2142
Confidence—the feeling
you floorwalker and in a thick acment should do more toward pro- don't write.
cented voice asked, "Could you
Larson AFB, Wash.
have before you know better.
viding a better physical training
tell me, plizz, where is the rest
It was an unexpected but pleasand recreational program for the ant surprise to learn I had interroom?"
(A
Signed
Open
Letter
to
the
mass
of
students.
This
is
the
one
A man went into the bar and
The floorwalker stiffly replied, Writers of the Anonymous Compreted that letter backwards. I
side of the educational program would have been shocked beyond
ordered a Martini, drank it, "Escalator Sir."
munique
in
Jake
Penland'S
Colwhich is not adequately balanced. recovery had I not learned that no
chewed up the bowl of the glass
"Esk you later?" shouted the
and threw the stem over his man impatiently, "I gotta go umn of December 7, 1952.—EdiA second objective could be to cadet actually shared the views I
tor.)
shoulder.
NOW."
aid in developing gentlemanly thought the letter expressed.
Dear Tom,
manners in each and every Clem"I guess you think I'm crazy
Until I graduate, I am,
Psychiatrist to sad-eyed paI hope that you will feel as I son man. But the major project
don't you?" he said to the barten
Respectfully yours,
tient: "My dear fellow, you have do that my five years with the I would like to see adopted is a
der who stood staring at him.
military department at Clemson freshman counseling service, beCorol N. Dodson
"I sure do," the bartender re- no complex. You are inferior."
Larson Air Force Base
To McNeill Howard and Brent Breedin
Washington
FOR THEIR excellent coverage of Clemson athletic
Dear Tom,
events, for helping in spreading the names of our school
I have just finished reading the
and its athleties.
December 4 issue of The Tiger
and feel urged to write you this
To Mr. Fields and the Mess Hall Staff
letter.
Of particular interest was
FOR THE excellent holiday meals, for handling the difthe letter to you written by Remficult task of feeding the numerous "chow-hounds" at
bert Stokes. Naturally, my letter
Clemson.
will be concerned with views in

TALK OF THE TOWN

Christmas Decorations; More
Lights Needed On The Campus
By Harold Owen

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
The campus has really been ringing and
shining with the spirit of Christmas this
year. The college has more holiday decorations this year than in recent years. The
people responsible for decorating the trees
and building the snow man in front of the
Main Building really did a super job.
The Chines in the Main Building have
also added to the effect. All the decorations as well as the chimes give a peaceful
and soothing atmosphere to the school and
I sincerely hope that they will be continued next Christmas.

but it
lit up
every
pretty

would not hurt if the campus were
like a Christmas tree so to speak
night. Normally the campus is •
dark place.

IT IS THE END OF A YEAR
It seems rather difficult to comprehenc
that by the time the holidays, are over the
year 1952 will be history
When schoo'
time rolls around again old mm '52 wil
have passed to his just reward and babj
'53 will probably be in a stew trying to fine
out what he has gotten himself into.
It seems to me that a great many peo*
pie will find it hard to tell the old man
goodbye. '52 has been a good year. Tht
stock market has held its peak, Clemson
has grown and prospered, a president was
elected and most things except the war in
Korea appeared pretty bright. And I, for
one, hope that Mr, '53 will do something
to remedy that situation across the wide
Pacific.

NEEDED: MORE LIGHTS
ON THE CAMPUS
The Clemson campus seems to me to need
the addition of about three more lights in
various strategic spots' on the college
grounds.
One place where a light is needed is on
DEAR SANTA
the walkway leading to the Library. It is a
I am a school in South Carolina an<
well traveled sidewalk at night and the
have
been a very good school this year
people who go to the library at night really
Santa,
I am not going to ask for anythin.
deserve to see where they are going.
now because you probably know what
Another spot I can think of where a
need and if it is at all possible, you will tr
light is needed is along the sidewalk leadto get it for me.
ing to Riggs Field. As long as the building
But Santa, I just want you to make sur
is lit up the visibility is not too bad, but if
that
all my students have a good Christma
some-of the lights are off, walking becomes
this
year.
They have been real good boy
a little precarious.
and have helped me a great deal. Als<
One more place is along the road leadSanta, if you can do anything about it, hel
ing to the Field House at the side on
them all get home for Christmas so the
seventh barracks. That little bend in the
can be there when you come.
road gets darker than any one place that
I have a great many boys in a lot of foi
1 can think of at present. While attendeign
places. Please don't forget thei
ing a concert at night I have seen stueither,
Santa.
dents unwittingly wade into water holes
Thank you for everything you have don
while attempting to grope their way
for me since last Christmas.
through the darkness.
I presume that it would be a great deal
Yours thankfully,
Clemson.
of trouble in install lights at these places,

The
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A SHORT STORY

JC's To Send
Food To Needy

A Jail - Bird's Eye
View Of Execution
(This is a jail-bird's eye view
of what might take place at an
execution as observed by Frank
Burtner's 402 criminology class.
—Editor.)
By. C. A. GIBSON
The clank of metal on metal as
the heavy iron door swung open
told me that this was it. "All right
let's go," I heard the warden say.
I got up slowly from the wooden
bench of the death cell and walked out.
Behind me, steel doors clanged
shut for the last time. With the
warden leading the way and two
guards behind me, I started the
walk which I had always had a
fear of, now wondering why it
couldn't be a much longer one.
Suddenly my mind flashed
back to "Cuba"—not the South
American Island, hut that "Hell
on earth" which they had set up
for the prisoners who didn't behave themselves. Bread, water
and curses were the routine for
the fourteen day tours spent
there.
My thoughts, in rhythm with
monotous steps, began to retrace
each phrase of my prison life. The
'rock", each new inmate's first
home was built te achieve maximum security.
Six by nine walls told the story
of the prisoner's 'home". The only
time when absense from your
"home" is excused is from 7:00 a.
m., when the work day begins, until 3;30 p. m., when each with his
roommate is carried back to their
spacious "home".
With good behavior and the captain's permission, one progresses
up the social ladder and moves to
the ward. Here thirty-five or
forty are allowed to occupy a large
room for sleeping purposes and a
day room equipped with gas stoves
and poker tables. Among our
midst are those who progress still
further. The "hpnor" Ward inhabited by only a selected few. Individual rooms, radio, and magazines were provided for those.
But it isn't all bad. Each has
his own job and expresses pride in
his individual workmanship. The
education committee, from the rec
ords and requests from men and
the various shop managers, place
the newcoming workers into one
of the occupations. The garment
factory, where all the prisoners'
clothes are made and some for
civilization consumption, rebinding books, for the State education
department, sign ships, where all
highway signs are made, furniture
factory or the work detail is the
choice one has for his occupation.

back to reality. Past the switch,
which shoots 3300 volts of electricity through the doomed men at the
drop of the warden's cane, which
is the last motion each to sit in
the dreaded chair ever sees.
The heavy steel door creaked
open, as it had for the 220 doomed
me who had preceded me. I gasped
as I saw for the first time the most
talked about and most dreaded
chair in the world.
From a glance it looked as an
ordinary wooden chair, but with
the arm and leg straps, brass head
helmet, and ground wife fastened
under the seat it could not be a
case of mistaken identity.
Obscure of the crowd of curiosity seekers, of the strapping of
my arms and legs, careful placement of the brass helmet, the
preacher's last words were "May
your soul rest in peace". The
downward sweep of the warden's
cane, its sharp click on the concrete, the flicker of the electrician's hand, cold beads of perspiration, blackness.

At a meeting held last week at
the Clemson House, the ClemsonPendleton Junior Chamber of
Commerce elected as an honorary
member, Fred L. Zink, manager
of the Clemson House.
During the discussions at the
meeting the group decided to send
Christmas food baskets to six
needy families- in the ClemsonPendleton area. Committee members chosen to select the families
are Betts Wilson, Jack Vandiver,
Charlie McCuen, and Dick Plyler,
president of the organization.
The group also discussed the
possibility of having alternate
meetings at Pendleton and Clemson.
The Jaycees will hold the next
meeting on January 13, instead of
the regular date which would have
been December 23.

A group of Clemson professors listen to an explanation of some of the textile machinery which
was exhibited at an open house held by the three

—OSCAR SAY3—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that his (oscar's) spy told him
(oscar) all about Bryan Elliot, Mr.
Military, in uniform at Columbia
College Saturday night. Some
people!
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (oscar) wonders what
Dimmie (if you think its bad now,
wait til I get to be Cadet Colonel)
McClure was doing in Greenville

AbbeVille-McCormick
Club To Hold Dance

Winner of the dollar awards
on "Hey Day" were H. O. Platt,
C. F. Radcliff, Jerry Dempsey.
Jimmy Cantrell, Frank Byrd,
Marion Thompson, R. 8. Gruenber*-, E. A. Worthy, and Ralph
E. Hursey. "Hey Day", Monday, December 15, was sponsored by The Tiger in an effort to
encourage Clemson students to
speak to each other and to promote friendly relations. Ten"
students were given dollar bills
to give to the tenth student who
spoke to them on "Hey Day." An
unannounced repeat project will
be conducted at a later date.

that there were sure a lot of
The Abbeville - McCormickjobs dreamed up this week to get
Clemson Club will hold its annual
the troops out early.
Christmas Ball in Abbeville on
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) hopes the Yan- Tuesday night, December 30.
kees have a big blowout at the
The semi-formal dance, which
Meadowbrook during the holidays. is open to the general public, door at a cost of $3.00.
-OSCAR BAYS—
will be held in the Abbeville
A large crowd is anticipated for
that he (oscar) wishes all the Armory from 9 p. m. until 1
the annual affair as the dance has
troops a Merry Christmas and a a. m.
proved to be a success in past
drunken New Year. He (oscar)
Tickets may be. obtained from years.
never touches the stuff.
any
member
of
the
club
at
ClemMusic will be provided by the
—OSCAR SAYS—
Friday night after long roll at the
that he (oscar) will see all the son or may be purchased at the Clemson Blue Notes.
Furman - Richmond basketball troops next year.
game. Must have been a company
—OSCAR SAYS—
social! Ho!
that he (oscar) hopes Santa
-OSCAR SAYS—
Claus comes to all the troops who
that Jimmy "Demonstrator" have been good and brings them
Etheridge is really on the stick.
all nice prize packages.
Stick with it, Jim.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Santa Claus won't come to
that he (oscar) heard the follies "Little Cookie" 'cause he ("Little
were a huge success at Limestone Cookie") has been so bad to the
last week-end.
troops.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
What do you think about a first
that he (oscar) hopes Santa
sergeant who puts in a permit to
date during the week and gets it Claus gets Dimmie McClure a date
because he (McClure) has nevei
approved.
had one.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Hours: 9 o. m. Til Midnight
—OSCAR SAYS—
that if the boys party too much
Merry Christmas to all and to
all—Better watch out!

Clemson, S. C.
Name
Address.

and a

Happy lew Mr
SEE US FOR
LAST MINUTE GIFTS!

TIGER TAVERN -

ESQUIRE

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

NOW OPEN ALL DAY

OPEN ON THURSDAYS

STOP AT

PAT'S

PLACE

Shops for Men
CLEMSON

GREENVILLE

Will Be Open Late For All Dances

For Sandwiches and Shakes.
Open til Midnight nightly

Even here it wasn't all work
and no play. Saturday, Sunday,
and holdiays were reserved for
outside recreation in the form of
baseball or basketball. The
weekly movie was always something to look forward to.
Church services were also held
every week.
With that thought, I snapped

Clemson Theatre
FRIDAY

"NIGHT WITHOUT
SLEEP"

Cookson Among
Candidates
Among the ten candidates for
Rhodes scholarships appearing at
the Southern District Rhodes
Scholarship meeting in Charlotte
last Saturday was Forest E. Cookson, Jr., arts and sciences senior
of Clemson. The four winners selected by the committee were Hubert N. Cannon, Jr., of Lancaster,
W. B. Patterson of Greensboro,
North Carolina, E. P. Conquest,
Jr. of Richmond, Virginia; and T.
G. Smith, Jr. of LaGrange, Georgia.
Winners of the scholarship will
receive 500 pounds (about $1,400)
a year for study at Oxford University in England. Selection is
based on intellect, leadership,
character, and physical vigor.
The Southern District is made
up of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee,
and Virginia.

Deering-Millikin mills in the Clemson area
Thursday, December 11. (Staff photo by Jack
Trimmier).

—OSCAR SAYS—

that the troops are all anxious
to get out of here and so is he
(oscar).

(check or money order) to Box 269,

Hey Day Winners
Are Announced

in the barracks tonight and Friday,
he (oscar) will tell everyone all
about it.

that Colonel Butler better be a
good boy over the holidays or he
(oscar) will tell. '

Subscribe Now to The Tiger - Moil $2.00

with
'
Linda Darnell
Gary Merrill
Hildegarde Neff -

• **
SATURDAY

"ASSIGNMENT IN
PARIS"

Well it looks like my ad in the
Journal to trade my frogs for a snake
is getting results.

Sporting Goods

with
Dana Andrews
Marta Toren
George Sanders, Audrey Totter

• *•

Hardware

SULUVAN HARDWARE CO.

Merry Christmas
and

ANDERSON, S. C.

Christinas Gift Subscriptions!
The Tiger' offers savings up to 50%!
From now til Christmas - Special
rates to students, friends, and
alumni! First subscription--$2.00
Each additional - $1.00 OverseasAirmail-Special-$4.00 a year!
A card of acknowledgment will
be sent the recipient by
The Tiger.' Each subscription will include
tQ issues

Happy New Year

Ten File For
Postmaster Job
Donald B. Wiley of Atlanta,
Georgia, investigator for the Civil
Service Commission, arrived in
Clemson last week to interview
the ten applicants for the postmaster position at the Clemson
Post Office.
The postmaster position of the
first class post office has been
vacant since Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman retired last June 30.
The applicants are as follows: A.
A. Atkinson, C. C. Bennett, H. B.
Boggs, J. B. Boggs, S. H. Burnett,
Mrs. Virginia Jackson, H. P. Lynn,
H. G. McGraw, M. H. Sutherland,
and A. M. Sheriff, who has been
acting postmaster.

Bill fir Harrie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT. ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

We extend our thanks lor the
patronage in 1952. Please tell
us if we can make your stay
here more pleasant for 1953.

Please send 'The Tiger' to

Keep the folks back home
AND A

HIPPY IW YEAR

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

McLEES BROS.

114 College Avenue

JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406

Phone 740

Don't Wait!

Fill In The Blanks
Below And Mail To
'The Tiger', Box 269
Clemson, So. Car.

TO ALL
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City

State

Gift subscription? _
My Name is

and Views. Do it now!

Please send 'The Tiger* to

Money

order
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The Perfect
Gift!

Bill

Name
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City

SAVE!
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Save!
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informed on Student News

State

Gift subscription?
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Money

Clemson, S. C.
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order
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—
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Tigers Top Blue Hose; To Meet Enka Friday

Mm
Ji
THE

jaer

By Carroll Moore

CLEMSON PLAYS HOST TO
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE MEETING
For a Conference that has 17 active members, things
were rather tame at the Clemson House this past week-end.
It seems that a conference that has had as many disputes
over bowl situations, freshman regulations, and things of
that nature, as the Southern Conference has had since their
past meeting, they would have had anything but a friendly
get-together this week-end. The 22 newsmen and four
publicity men left the meeting very disappointed in not
having an exciting sports scoop to release to the public
eye. Instead of the sports scoop, all that they could tell
the public was how smoothly the meeting progressed and
what a wonderful time was had by those attending the
meeting.
As hosts, the heads of the athletic program here at
Clemson turned out to be tops, according to the comments
of the college presidents, athletic directors, and publicity
men attending the meeting. One Washington sports writer
commented, "We never knew Clemson had anything like
this for the public's enjoyment," as he expressed his sentiments to those living in the Clemson House.
Orange Bowl officials attending the meeting, Jess Yarborough and Jack Baldwin, Jr., were equally pleased with
the happenings at the meeting and expressed their appreciation for the invite extended them by Clemson.
WHAT WAS ACCOMPLISHED?
We can plainly see by the different sentiments expressed by the visitors present that a good time was had by all
but the public is wondering, just what 'was accomplished by
the meeting? . . . For one thing, an organization such as the
Southern Conference has many small but important business matters to be discussed with the members of the conference.
This was one thing that was carried on at the meeting.
Another question that was brought up was the question on
the 40-man rule. Dr. Lee Milford, chairman of the athletic
council for Clemson, made a most impressive talk on doing
away with the 40-man rule. His suggestion was adopted
by the heads of the Southern Conference.
As it stands now, freshman are ineligible to play varsity
ball during the next football season, but that issue will come
before the SC meeting which is to be held in May. Another important issue that was avoided at this meeting and
will come before the voting board in the May meeting is
the ban placed on Southern Conference teams participating
in Bowl Games.
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE BASKETBALL TEAM?
This is a question that is being asked by students in
school as well as by the members of the team and the
coaches. At the beginning of the season many of the Tiger
basketball followers figured Clemson to have a very good
squad despite the loss of their two most outstanding players.
I still believe this to be true despite the present record of
two wins and four losses. I still believe that the Tigers
will overcome their early season deficiencies and buckle
down and look like the old Tiger team.,
Many of the onlookers might say, "They just haven't
got it this season." They may not, but, I think that the material is there and once they get to working as a team and
not as individuals they will come out of their slump. In
games played this season the Tigers have looked very bad
on their defense, their shooting has been off, and they have
met a couple of excellent teams that played heads-up ball
against them. For instance, in the UNC game, the boys
from the Tar Heel state hit the bucket for over 50% accuracy of their shots attempted which is almost unbeatable;
the University of Richmond also hit a very high percentage
of their shots attempted.
In last Tuesday's win over PC, the Tigers showed that
they had the material on the squad as they tromped over
the Presbyterians by the score of 82-64 and every man on
the Bengal squad scored in the game. It is quite true that
the Blue Hose don't have as strong a squad as they had
last season, but in that game the Tigers showed a more spirited team and also got to work, each man on the squad hoping to find a winning combination.

Clemson To Play Enka
Rayonites Friday Night
The Clemson Tiger basketball quintet will play an exhibition game with the Enka Rayonets Friday night, December 19.

The Tigers are fresh from a 82- his fine floor game as well as his
64 win over PC and hope to down great scoring punch and ability to
the strong, well rounded Rayonets hit from far out.
Playing opposite Murray will *>•
before ending their season until
Sonny Moorer another boy who
after the Christmas holidays,
The Bengals will travel to Enka will be winding up his basketball
for the game tomorrow night. The career at Clemson this year. MoorClemsonites will be matched er plays a great floor game, and
against one of the strongest teams has pulled the Bengals out of many
in the Dixie League, the .fastest tight spots with his shooting ability.
textile loop in the Carolinas.
The Enka team is made up of
Expected to see a lot of action
many college standouts of for- at guards also for the Clemsonitesmer years. One of their top will be Bill Yarbourgh and Ame»
hoopsters is an ex-Wake Forest Wells.
Yarbourgh, a freshman
whiz, Deran Walters, who also star from Walhalla, possibly posse*
made all Southern while playing the'best eye on the team when it
at that institution. Walters, in a comes to set shots. Yarbourgh ',
recent contest with the star has this year as well as three mor«
studded Pelzer Bears, led his and before it is over with, this
teammates in scoring 27 tallies. boy cannot help but make a great
Other standouts on the Rayonet name for himself in South Caro- team are Kaylor, Brooks, Gudger, lina as well as in Southern Conand Lancaster.
ference hardwood circles. Wells,
Washington University (also president of the Southern ConferPictured above are some of the college presidents attending the
The Enka outfit possesses a very one of the snappiest guards on the
Southern Conference meeting held at Clemson last week-end.
ence); Dr. Walter S. Newman, president of V. P. I.; Wallace Wade,
high scoring ability with all five team is known for his ability to
Left to right, Donald Russell, president of U. S. C; Charles P.
Southern Conference commissioner.
(Clemson News Bureau
of these boys playing a very im- harass opposing players and also
Summerall, president of The Citadel; Dr. R. F. Poole, president
portant role in the speedy Rayonet is over average in the shooting
photo).
of Clemson College; C. Max Farrington, president of George
offonse.
department. Wells is probably the ;
Expected to lead the Tigers will biggest crowd pleaser on the squad
be Marvin Robinson, an eagle eye with his alertness and scrappy offorward, and also captain of the fensive and defensive play.
Clemson quintet. Robinson has
The boys from Tigertown will b»
been one of the mainstays in Tiger fighting for their third victory in
play so far this season and will seven starts and are well awara
boost the team greatly, when they of the fact that the Rayonets could
meet the Enkas tomorrbw night.
be compared with the best colleg*
At the pivot position for the team in the Southern Conference.
Tigers
will
be
6-6
John
McGraw,
Clemson 82;
North Carolina 82;
a North Carolina product. Up to
press time John is leading his
Presbyterian 64
WHEN IN ANDERSON
Clemson 56
The Clemson tankmen won their teammates in points as well as
Clemson's Tiger basketball team
The Tiger hardwood artists went
A sparkling defensive and
STOP AT
first meet of the season last Tues- in the rebounding department.
down in defeat for the third time sharpshooting cage team from came'to life last Tuesday night af< day afternoon when they outStarting
off
'opposite
Robinson
ter dropping three successive tilts
last Wednesday night when they the University of Richmond in- as they beat the Presbyterian Blue pointed a stubborn Davidson Col- at forward will be Tommy Mcran up against a strong quintet vaded Tigertown last Saturday Hose by the score of 82-64. This lege swimming team "by the score Cullough, a standout on last year's
night and handed the Clemson Tifrom the University of North Car- ger cagers their fourth loss of was the Bengals second win of the of 46-38. This was the second team and will probably .show up
meet of the season for the Clem- as a leader in all departments by
olina.
the season.
The Spiders rolled season, both wins coming at the son fish, their first meet ended in the end of the season.
hands
of
the
Blue
Stockings.
The Bengals opened the season up a "4-60 score against the
Two other boys who will probNorth Main Street
a loss to the mermen from the
Coach Banks McFadden used
ably see a lot of action at forUniversity of South Carolina.
with a loss to the University of slow-starting Bengals.
Owned and operated by
ward are Gage, and Ryan. Both
Leading the way for the visit- every man on the Clemson
Georgia. In their next contest the
The winner of the Tuesday afsquad in the game in scoring
of these boys have improved a
Country Gentlemen bounced back ing Spiders offensively were for- their second win. Center John
Larry Stanley, former
ternoon meet was not detergreat deal since last year, and
to run over the Presbyterian Blue ward Jim Gahagan and guard
mined until the final minute
McGraw
was
again
high
point
Clemson man
will
lead.
the
Tigers
next
year
Edmond Harrison as they scored
Stockings.
when the Clemson team surged
man for the Bengals as he flipas well as standing out this year.
ahead
with
a
thrilling
win
by
DO-NUTS
SANDWICHES
This revived the Tiger spirit 22 and 19 points respectively.
Marvin
Leading the guards will be Joe
Outstanding defensively for ped in 15 markers.
somewhat, but the outlook was
the 400 yard relay team. Going Murray, a senior from New York.
Robinson
followed
with
14,
Bill
Open
Until
2 A, M.
dampened again the next Saturday the Richmond squad were forward Yarborough hit for 11, and Joe
into the final event, the 400 yard Murray has been a standout for
Ken
Daniels
and
centers
Hugh
night by the same Georgia team
relay, the Tigers were leading by
Murray added 10. Each of the
that had defeated the Clemsonites O'Connell and Bob Witt.
the score of 39-38.
13 men on the squad scored at
High point man for the Clemson
earlier in the season. North CaroThe visitors lost no time in
least one point in the game.
lina, possessing a very flashy team building up their scoring threat
Besides hitting me basket with team as well as high point man
next trimmed the Tigers 82-56.
as they took over an
early a better accuracy than in games of the entire meet was veteran
Clemson's main trouble in this lead and led the Bengals 21-14 before, the Clemson defense also swimmer, Sandy Bee. Bee took a
North Carolina contest, as well as at the end of the first quarter. looked greatly improved. They first place in the 60 yard dash
in their previous games, was the By half time, the Spiders had held the high scoring Paul Nye and also a first in the 100 yard
—Greenville—
low percentage of shot hits.
increased their lead to a 10 and freshman Dave Thompson freestyle. Besides the two firsts
point margin over the victory- down to 15 and 14 points respec that Sandy captured, he was the
Leading the Tigers offensivehungry Tigers.
tively. Up until this game, both lead off man in the 400 yard relay
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
ly in the North Carolina contest
Nye and Thompson were averag- team which scored the winning
The
Tigers
showed
a
spark
of
was their big center, John Mcpoints
in
the
meet.
He
was
perYOUNG MEN
ing over 20 markers a game
Graw. The giant dumped in life in the third period of play as Jones also figured heavily in the sonally responsible for 11 3/4 of
fourteen points to lead the Ben- they outscored the visitors in that PC scoring by scoring 15 markers the Tigers points. Irving Kirsh
gal scoring. McGraw has made stanza by three points. However, to share the high scoring bid with was second in the Tigers scoring
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
a great improvement in his the Spiders came back even Nye for the Presbyterians.
with 7 3/4 points.
shots from last season and is the stronger in the final period of
The scoring is as follows:
Clemson jumped off to an
leader in the scoring column for play and scored 20 markers to the
300 Medley Relay — Bryan,
early lead and led the Blue Hose
Clemson
,
13 scored by the Bengals.
by 6 points at the end of the Crone, Golding (D); Time 3:30
220 Freestyle—1. Kirsh (C), 2.
Center John McGraw was
Breaking into the Tiger scoring again high point man for the first quarter. The half ended Dwight (C), 3. Cole (D); Time
with
the
Tigers
ahead
by
the
last week was. Barry Ryan. Barry Tigers as he dropped in 15 mark2:36.2
totaled up 10 points to be the sec- ers, while Bill Yarbrough trailed score of 36-26. They kept the
60 Yard Dash—1. Bee (C), 2.
same lead through the third
ond higcest man on the Clemson with 11 tallies to his credit.
stanza but put on the steam in Patten (D) 3. Hawes(C); Time31.6.
squad for the North Carolina
120 Medley — 1. Platt (C), 2.
The Clemson defense looked the final period as they flipped
game. The Washington, D. C,
Abernathey (D), 3. Ormand (D);
game in 25 points to PC's 20.
sopnomore played enough last year ragged throughout the
This win gives the Tigers a rec Time 1:28
to earn a letter and his services while the sharpshooting Spiders
Diving—1. Sims (C), 2. Kirkof ord of 2 wins against 4 losses.
will be counted on heavily for the hit a very high percentage
patrick (C) 3. Hull (D)
their
shots
attempted.
The
scoring
is
as
follows:
tough schedule facing the Tigers
100 Freestyle — 1. Bee (C), 2.
Richmond
G F PF TP
this year.
Patton (D), 3. Kirsh (C); Time
Gahagan, f
8
6
1 22
Leading the Tarheels in their fas
—Engineers—
58.8
0
Moran, f
_Q
offensive* game,
and
equally
200 Backstroke—1. Bryan (D), 2.
11
Daniels, f _ _ _ -2
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
speedy defense was Vince UrimOrmand (D), 3. Darnell (C); Time
0
Lysaght, f
0
aidi. Grimaldi a returnee from
2:41
4
Witt, c ..
2
last year's North Carolina squad is O'Connell, c _ _ .4
Representatives of the Unite! 200 Breaststrokes—1. Crone (D),
9
expected to be one of the nottest Gascoigne, c _ _ ..0
0 States Naval Air Station at At- 2. Langston (C), 3. Summers (C)
articles in the Southern Confer- Harrison, g _ _ „5
19 lanta, Georgia, are planning to be Time 3:22
ence. He led his team in topping White, g _
440 Freestyle—1. Cole (D)., 2.
3 on the Clemson campus on Mon1
the Tigers with 26 points.
day, January 5, for the purpose Ormand (D), 3. Platt (C); Time
Mills, g
2
of furnishing information to any 5:55.9
Not far behind Grimaldi in the
400 Relay—Bee. 1,Thite, Tawes,
scoring column was Vayda, a dead TOTALS
_ ..24 26 25 74 young men who are inteersted in
naval
officer
training
at
the
con
Kirsh
(C); Time 4:2.5.
eye tarheel forward. Vayda conClemson
G F PF TP elusion of the present semester.
tributed 17 points in the North
7
_ _2
3
2
Robinson, f _
The purpose of this naval offiCarolina victory.
3 cer training program is planned
Ryan, c .. - .. _ _1
The lineups for both teams are McCullough, f
4 not to interfere with the student's
1
as follows:
4 academic career, but rather to
1
Gage, f
2 furnish information to any stu
Hicks, f
_ ,.1
in
CLEMSON:
15 dents who must withdraw from
_5
FG FT PF TP McGraw,! c
2
-1
school for reasons such as lack of Chiropractic Health Service
4 Revell, c
Robinson, I _ . 2
(
5 funds.
10 Murray, g _ _ _ _1
Ryan, f _.. .
_4
109 Hi Merest Extension
4
1
5 Wells, g ..
McCullough, f
... 2
11
Yarborough,
g
4
PHONE 6904
2
Hicks, f _
_. 1
3
Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
5 Moorer, g _ _ _ _1
Gage, f
_ 2
14
McGraw, c
_ 6
Tuesday and Friday Nights
TOTALS..
....19 22 28 60
Gaskins, c _ _
0
0
Until 8
Richmond _ _ 21 17 16 20—74
"Between the Banks"
0 Clemson
Revell, c __ .
_ 0
Mornings by Appointment
14 14 19 13—60
3
Murray, g
_ 0
ANDERSON, S. C.
Free throws missed: Richmond
Closed All Day Thursday
5
Wells, g
_ 2
8 —Gahagan 3, O'Connell 3, DanYarborough, g
_3
TO
0 iels 3, Harris 4. Clemson—RobinMoorer, g
.
_ 0
son, McCullough, Gage 4, Mc22 12 20 56 Graw 5, Murray, Wells.
TOTALS

Tigers Lose To Richmond And
UNC; Win Over Presbyterian

SUGGESTION TO THE BAND
I was looking over an old Clemson Tiger, 1947 issue,
and Len Reynolds, sports editor at that time, was writing
about the spirit at the home games. During that season,
the Tiger band (parts of it that is) attended the game and
gave a short half-time concert to break the monotony of
the 15-minute half-time as well as to liven up the spirits of
the supporters present.
In traveling with the basketball team last season, I noticed that many of the schools had some of their school
bands to come to the game and play during the half-time
and also help the organized cheering that they had. I think
that a school as big as Clemson should go all out for supporting the team and I believe that with the presence of
some of the members of the band and cheerleaders, spirit
would reach a new high at the basketball games and would
also help the team.
. My suggestion is that some of the members of the band
and the Clemson cheerleaders get together and form some
, sort of entertainment at the next game. It would be an
excellent move in bringing back some of the school spirit
that has disappeared here this year.
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Richmond 74;
Clemson 60

DO-NUT
DINETTE

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY

Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

Naval Air Station
Officers Be Here

Dr, Georganna
McDaniel

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP

BE SURE TO GET YOUR COMPLETE

NORTH CAROLINA
Wallace, f
2
Powell, f
0
Vayda, f
8
Maddie, c
2
Likins, c
__
4
Grimaldi, g .... _.. 11
Winstead, g
0
Phillips, g
4
Schwan, g
1
TOTALS
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LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES FROM US!

GALLMT m CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

SENDS SEASON'S GREETINGS

THE STUDENTS OF CLEMSON
May your Christmas be a joyous one
and the New Year be a prosperous

18

14

82

"GOES PLACES AND DOES THINGS"
126-128 W. Benson
ANDERSON. S. C.

Notebooks - Fountain Pens - Paper
Drawing Materials

Phone 3821
PENDLETON, S. C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAB

We of Gallant-Belk's have always
appreciated your patronage in the

wfeY'B.0! ?■

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.

one for you.

Initials Free on all Fountain Pens
and Pencils

past and hope you will continue to
make our store your shopping headquarters in Anderson.

Clemson Book
Store

GALLANT BELK COMPANY
Anderson, S. C.
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By FRANK ANDERSON
Leading the Clemson Tiger basketballers in the first five games
played this season is John Mc-=
Graw. The big six foot six inch
center from Hendersonville, North
Carolina is currently leading the
Bengals in all departments on the
basketball court.
McGraw began his basketball
career three years ago as center
on the 1949 freshman basketball
squad. This particular frosh
, team was probably the most
outstanding freshman team ever
produced at Clemson.
The next year the tall center
joined the Tiger varsity, where he
earned his first letter. As a sophomore the tarheel played first

JOHN McGRAW
string and proved his ability to
nlay the fast game of college basketball.
Last year as a Junior, John alternated at the center position
with senior star Ron Richardson. He played a very important role in helping to guide the
1952 basketbaliers into the Southern Conference tournament.
This year the expert winds up
his career as a great Clemson basketballer. The likable center will
earn his third letter as the only
center on the team with any appreciable amount of varsity experience.
So far this season John is leading his teammates in every department. In scoring John has a
13.4 average and in rebounds he is
leading with a total of 51.
In the last year McGraw has
improved his shooting ability
greatly. His deadly hookshot is
a menace to any opposing team.
One of the most consistent players ever produced at Tigertown,
MeGS-aw will be sorely missed
from the Bengal lineup in years to
come.

1953 GRADUATES
(Continued from page 1)
with honors in the calendar
year of 1954 and subsequent
years, a candidate must have a
new grade point ratio of 3.00 to
3.49; to qualify for graduation
with high honor, 3.50 to 3.79;
and 3.80 or above for highest
honor.
Students who are to be included on the regular semester honor
list, beginning with the current
semester, must have a new grade
point ratio of 3.00 to 3.49 to qualify for honors and 3.50 or above to
qualify for high honors.

* * • * • *
Ray Mathews
Named To Pro
Offensive Team
Ray Mathews, former star
footballer here at Clemson, has
been named to the second AllOffensive team of the National
Football league by the New
York News' selections. The
News selects two All-Offensive
and two All-Defensive teams.
The voting is done by the
sports writers from the National
Football league cities.

• •••••

The Clemson Tiger football
team of 1952 recently elected an
All-Opponents
team,
selected
from their nine opponents this
season.
The Maryland Terrapins led
in placing men of the mythical
two platoon team. Nine Terps
received this honor. The Terps
who really opened up their
high scoring against the Tigers
early in October, placed four
men on the offensive team and
five on the defensive platoon.
Leading the Maryland players
was Jack Scarbath, their tricky
quarterback, and their star bone
crushing lineman, Dick Modzelewski, both of whom were
placed on the All-American
team.
Florida and Villanova placed
four and three men respectively
o- the all star team.
In all, there were four first
string All-Americans on the
Tigers All-Opponents team. Charlie LaPradd, of Florida, and
Gene Filipski of Villanova round
out the celebrities to make the team
The two teams are as follows:
OFFENSE
LE—Lloyd Colteryahn, Maryland.
LT—Bob Fre, Kentucky.
LG—John Bailey, Kentucky.
C—rTom Qosgrove, Maryland.
RG—Billy Morris, Florida.
RT^*Stanley Jones, Maryland.
RE—Ed Brown, Fordham; Clyde
Bennett, South Carolina.
QB—Jack Scarbath, Maryland.
LH~Gene Filipski, Villanova.
RH-=J3uford Long, Florida.
FB—Rick Casares, Florida.
DEFENSE
LE—John LaTorre, S. Carolina.
LT—Dick Modzelewski, Maryland
LG—Bill Maletsky, Maryland.
RG—Bob Volonino, Villanova.
RT—Charlie LaPradd, Florida.
RE—John Alderton, Maryland.
LLB—Leon Cunningham, S. Carolina
RLB—Joe Coffey, Boston College.
LH—Ed Fullerton, Maryland.
RH—Joe McNicholas, Villanova.
S—Joe Horning, Maryland.

s
TOP CLEMSON
IN FIRST MEET

The Clemson College swimming
team opened the season last Saturday afternoon with a defeat at
the hands of the University of
South Carolina Gamecocks.
Although the Tiger fish took a
host of seconds and thirds, only
one first was posted, that being a
victory by veteran Sammy Bee
in the 220 yard free style.
Pacing the Gamecocks in their
54-30 victory was team captain,
Chuck Winder who won first
place honors in the 150 yard in
dividual medley and in the 200
yard backstroke.
A sumary for the meet is as follows:
300 yard medley relay: Winder,
Van Horn, Griggin (SC); Darnell,
Langston, Thornhill (C); Time:
3.26
220 yard free style: 1. Bee (C),
2. Kirsch (C), 3. Hale (SC); Time:
2.38.5
50 yard free style: 1. Middleton
(SC), 2. Darby (SC), 3. Hawes
(C); Time: 25.1
150 yard individual medley: 1.
Winder (SC), 2. Platt (C), 3.
White (SC); Time: 1.53.5
Diving: 1. Clement (SC), 2.
Kirkpatrick (C), 3. Sims (C)
100 yard freestyle: 1. Middleton
(SC), 2. Bee (C), 3. Kirsch (C);
Time: 58.7
200 yard backstroke: 1. Winder
(SC), 2. Hawes (C), 3. Snowden
(SC); Time: 2.47.9
200 yard breast stroke: 1. Van
Home (SC), Langston (C), 3
Summers (C); Time: 2.58.4
440 yard free style: 1. Hale (SC),
2. Platt (C), 3. Turner (SC); Time:
6.2
400 yard relay: Crepeau, Wilkerson, Darby, Griffin (SC); Bee,
Dwight, Hawes, Kirsch (C); Time:
4.7.6
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Mr. Curtis To Preside At
19th Theta Tau Meet
Professor D. D. Curtis, head of the mechanics and hydraulics department, School of Engineering, will preside at
the 19th biennial convention of Theta Tau, national professional engineering fraternity, which is to be held on De^
cember 28-31 at Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana.
He has been grand regent officer of the organization, the oldest and largest professional engineering fraternity in the United
States, since 1926. The fraternity
is made up of 24 chapters and 40
alumni groups.
Curtis was editor and business
manager of Theta Tau's official
publication, "The Gear of Theta
Tau," for three years. In the second year of his editorship he was
elected grand marshal and has
continued in that office for ihe
past 21 years. For two years he
was vice grand regent. He was
elected grand regent in 1951.
Professor Curtis came to
Clemson in 1929 as professor of
mechanics and hydraulics from
an assistant professorship at the
University of Iowa, where he
earned his B. E. degree in 1919
and his M. S, degree in 1931.
Mr. Curtis is an active member
of the following organizations:
Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa
Phi, American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Geophysical
Union, the American Society for
Engineering Education, and the
advisory committee of the National Rivers and Harbors Congress.

Lions Install
New Members
The Clemson Lions Club installed seven new members at a
dinner meeting held, last week at
the Clemson House. Victor Hurst,
zone chairman, served as the installing officer.
The new members are: C. C.
Bailey, Charles Patterson, J. C.
Galloway, D. P. Thompson, E. R
Hayes, Jack Sloan, and J. K. Williams.

ASAE Meets
December 9
The Clemson branch of the
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers met Tuesday night, December 9, with L. F. Denaro of
Moncks Corner, presiding. Highlighting the meeting was a talk by
Mr. W. R. Walker, chief agricultural engineer of the department
of power, Tennessee Valley Authority.
Mr. Walker is a graduate of
Tennessee and has been connected with TVA since his discharge
from the army in 1946. He also
had a tour of duty in both the
Navy and Marines.
The subject of his talk was
"What TVA Is". He gave a brief
resume of the conditions existing
in the Tennessee Valley area before the advent of TVA and of
the rapid expansion of the TVA
program. He also explained their
student co-op plan that gives part
time employment to agricultural
engineering students.
Assisting the speaker was a recent agricultural engineering graduate of Clemson, Mr. Fred Gambrell, who showed slides illustrating Mr. Walker's comments. Several students interested in the coop plan were interviewed by Mr.
Walker after the meeting.
also provide special music.
At the last meeting the group
made plans for a combined Ladies' Night and Charter Night
program scheduled ior January
20 at the Clemson House. This
combined program will be sponsored jointly by the Clemson and
Pendleton Lions Clubs.

The club will hold its annual Christmas program tonight
at the Clemson House. Special
guests of the club will be the
Clemson Glee Club, which will

W. H. Washington, Jr., son of
W. H. Washington, dean of the
Clemson School of Education, has
been promoted to the rank of a
full lieutenant in the Naval Reserve.
Lieutenant Washington.is now a
research engineer with the engineering experiment station at
Georgia Tech.
Lieutenant Washington first
entered naval service through
training in the wartime V-12
program, which he gained
through an examination. He was
sent to Georgia Tech's naval
program where he continued to
study mechanical engineering,
which he had begun at Clemson
in 1942. Credits earned at Georgia Tech were recognized by
Clemson and he was graduated
from Clemson with a degree in
mechanical engineering.
From Georgia Tech he was sent
to Princeton, New Jersey. After a
comparatively short time there, he
was sent to Annapolis, where his
officer training was continued and
from which he was commissioned
an ensign. Soon he was assigned
to a heavy cruiser and sent to the
Pacific.
As hostilities ceased he was
soon released from active duty.
He returned to Clemson and was
married to Miss Violet Woodle,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Woodle of Clemson. He re-entered Clemson for post-graduate
work in electrical engineering
and then received his second degree from Clemson.
He then accepted a position with
the Lumite Division of Chicopee
Corporation and soon became
plant engineer. In 1951 the Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment
Station asked him to join its re
search group. He accepted and
soon enrolled as a part-time graduate student in industrial management. Within a few months he
expects to complete the require
ments for his master's degree from
Georgia Tech.
During his engineering career he
has continued his naval training.
Last September he went on a short
period of active duty in Washington and Annaapolis. The recent
promotion is his second since
leaving active wartime duty.

These are the thirteen students who were initiated into Phi Kappa Phi Friday, December 5.
They are: (left to right) seated, P. L. McCall,
W. T. Hughes, R. M. Carter, J. A. Graham, J.
H. Robinson, and L. G. Boyd; standing, R. R.

Blue Ridge Council,
BSA, to Meet Dec. 22
The annual meeting of the Blue
Ridge Council, Boy Scouts of
America, will be held in the
college mess hall December 22 at
7:30.
The meeting is for adult leaders of the nine districts of the
council and their wives.
The program will include a
talk by W. A. Dobson, regional
scout executive of Atlanta; presentation of training awards, Sil*
ver Beaver awards and the
election of council officers for
1953.
Approximately six hundred
persons are expected to attend
the annual meeting.

Punkelberg Attends
ASAE Meeting
George H. Dunkelberg of Clemson, assistant agricultural engineer with the South Carolina Experiment Station, attended the
annual winter meeting of the
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers, which was held in Chicago, Illinois, on December 15 to
17. The meeting was held at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel.
Yesterday, on the last day of
the meeting, Dunkelberg spoke
on the topic, "Housing Beef Cattle in the Southeast."
Spinster: "What is the number
of my suite? Hope it isn't 13."
Hotel Clerk: "No, madam, you're
suite 16." . '
Spinster: "Now, now—naughty
naughty."

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
. South Carolina

Littlejohn Named
To Quartermaster Post
Lieutenant Colonel James P.
Littlejohn, who graduated from
Clemson in the class of 1932, has
been appointed post quartermaster
of the Stuttgart Military Post in
Germany. In Europe for the past
year, the colonel was formerly
chief of the supply division, office
of the quartermaster, Seventh
Army.
Littlejohn, who is the sen of
J. C. Littlejohn, business manager of Clemson College, received
the bachelor of science degree in
electrical engineering from
Clemson in 1932. He then did
post-graduate work at the University of North Carolina in the
field of business administration.
During his Army service, he
graduated from the Quartermaster
Subsistence School in Chicago and
also attended the Air War College
at Maxwell Field, Alabama. Littlejohn received his commission
in the Reserve Officers Training
Corps and was called to active
duty in 1940.
His wife, Mary, and children,
James and Lucinda, are with him
in Germany and live at Vaihinger,
near Stuttgart.

876 W. Peachtree Street, N.W.
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The Seneca Cafe
Oconce's First Grade.A
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

LUCKIES TASTE
BETTER!

and

GOOD LUCK
from

They're made better to taste
cleaner, fresher, smoother!

"Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Because Luckies are made better to taste
better. And, what's more, Luckies are made of fine
tobacco. L.S./MP.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine
Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette...
for better taste—cleaner, fresher, smoother taste...
Be Happy—Go Lucky!

CLEMSON JEWELERS
Clemson, S. C.
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ABBOTT'S
MEN'S SHOP
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DRAKE'S
Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

CASPAR - WARE STUDIO
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S22r smoother smokes,
^ffSeS-e^ Strikes!

FOR A CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER TASTE...

Be Happy-GO UKKrl
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AND A SAFE TRIP HOME

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

SHOPPING WORRIES

108 North Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Greenville
South Carolina

Made to Your Measure . .. Visit

We of

Drake's will set the pace In
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES

ORDER NOW AND FORGET YOUR CHRISTMAS

STONE BROTHERS

FOR SUITS, SLACKS AND SHIRTS

ANDERSON, S. C.

The Clemson ■ Lutheran Church.
will take in eight new members
at the Sunday services, December
21.
The new members are: Captain
and Mrs. M. K. Kurtz, Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Herb, Mr. and Mrs. H.
D. Nicholson, and Mr. and Mrs. A.'
D. Rhyne.

A most appreciated gift—and the cost is so little. Your TAPS
negatives are in our files with a record of the pose you selected. Proofs, prices, and the order blank will be sent on request.
Allow 8 days for paid-in-advance order or 12 days if COD.

WISHING EVERYONE

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.

Lutheran Church To
Take Eight Members

GIVE PORTRAITS FOR CHRISTMAS

GEN. DOUGLASS

(Continued from page 1)
Force was activated on March
28, 1951, General Douglas was
named commanding general and
assumed command on May 1,
1951.
General Douglas is rated Mommand pilot, combat observer, and
has been awarded the Distinguish'
ed Service Medal, the Legion of
Merit, the Distinguished Flying
Cross, Bronze Star Medal, and the
Air Medal.

, F. D. Dukes, William O'Byrne, S. W.
Brookhart, P. N. Wise, R. E. Burkins, and W. P.
Creighton. (Tiger Staff Photo by Jack Trim,
mier).
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WHEN WE WERE YOUNGER .,.
KY BOBBY MIXON
to feature the music of Jerry Wald
Ten Years Ago:
At the annual meeting of the and his Orchestra. The dance
Southern Conference held in Rich- series were scheduled to include a
mond, Virginia, Dr. Lee W. Mil- jazz concert, a formal and a semiford, college surgeon, was elected tea dance.
president of the sixteen-club cir- Twenty Years Ago:
Clemson had thus far been very
cuit, which includes colleges ranging from Maryland to the Caro- fortunate in being one of the few
linas. Before he was elected pres- colleges in the South which had
ident of the Conference, Dr. Mil- formal dance, and an afternoon
ford had served for two years as not yet been struck by the influenza epidemic which swept the counits vice-president.
Dr. R. F. Poole, recently return- try in 1932. Dr. Milford was
ed from a meeting in Washington, giving personal health advice to
stated that he felt optimistic about Clemson students in regard to
the immediate future of Clemson their personal hygiene and activiin relation to the national defense ties.
plans for this institution and simAnother big dance was being
ilar schools. He said that Clem- slated for the Clemson campus.
son would cooperate with the War "This was the annual Christmas
and Navy Departments in the Hop. An article in The Tiger
training of commissioned officers. expressed the sentiment that
At that time the ROTC was not set this affair would be one of the
up at Clemson as it is today; how- best of the year, even if it were
ever, about 1,000 Clemson students being sponsored by the sophowere members of the Enlisted more class.
Men's Reserve.
Coker beauty and cutie queens pose with their Clemson.
Representing The Tiger at the
A student popularity poll, annual meetings of the South
crowner under the sabre arch formed for their coronation by a
conducted by The Tiger, select- Carolina Collegiate Press Associadrill team of Clemson cadets. Reigning beauty queen at tha
ed General MacArthur as "Man tion in Greenville were W. G. AshHartsville, S. C, college is Betty Carol Mobley (left), a 21-yearof the Year," in consideration of more, editor; J. L. O. Foster,
old brunette senior from Darlington. Campus cutie queen of ths
his performance on Bataan and managing editor; and A. S.
year is Pat Beachum, 19-year-old blonde freshman from WadesCorrigedor. The General polled Thomas, as the junior staff. The
boro, N. C. This first-fourth year, North-South Carolina ducr
684 votes to 512 for President two-day convention featured adtopped a field of 46 paired entrants in a schoolwide beautyRoosevelt.
cutie contest staged annually by the college yearbook. Flanked
dresses by Roger C. Peace and Dr.
Plans were being made for the D. W. Daniel.
by the Coker royalty he crowned is Clemson's senior platton
Mid-Winters Dances, which were Thirty Years Ago:
leader, Robert R. (Ray) Bell of Pelzer. He led his sabre-wielding collegemates in a spirited exhibition opening the coronation
According to a lead story in The
ceremony at Coker's Christmas ball. The 1952-53 beauty queen
past fifty years has centered Tiger, Clemson came in second in
won beauty-cutie contest recognition twice "before as a cutie.
church were all interesting and
around the preservation and the most hotly-contested road race
extremely intelligent. Many beautification of the cemetery ever held in the South, the one
Two ladies who had not seen
wielded considerable influence
and grounds. Now enclosed by that was staged by the Birming- to aid the farmers of South
in the politics of the upper porthe low rock wall which was ham Athletic Club for colleges and Carolina, was to transmit weath- each other for a long time met one
tion of South Carolina. Several laid in 1900 the cemetery is one athletic clubs. At the meet, held er forecasts, market quotations, day on the street.
were important literary figures. of theO best kept in upper South near Birmingham, Clemson came and crop reports.
"Oh, Marie," Blanche exclaimed
Within lie South Caro- in second in the STAA and ^fourth
A typical Clemson student's let- excitedly, "I've had a lot happen
All were devoted to their work Carolina.
olina
heroes
of
every
war
save
ter
to
Santa
Claus
in
1922
asked
to me since I saw you last. I had
and loved by their congregation. the Mexican War. Several pas- in the general meet. The Tigers
Services were first conducted by tors of the church have been laid came within seven points of win- for: (1) more home football my teeth out and an electric stove
the Rev. Thomas Reese, D. D., a to rest there within sight of the ning over their ancient rival, games, (2) the Furmail football and refrigerator put in."
game sewed up in a sack, (3) a
graduate' of Princeton, and con- church. The most famous grave Georgia Tech.
tinued until the death of the pas- of all remains that of the Revo- . In 1922, not too long after the million dollar stadium for Riggs
appearance of the first radio, Field, (4) water sprinklers for
tor, Rev. T. L. McBryde in 1863. lutionary general, Andrew PickClemson was already making Bowman Field on drill days, (5) a
However, since the construction of
plans for the construction of a silencer on the guard room revielle
a church in Pendleton in 1824, the ens.
The Old Stone Church is in good radio - telephone broadcasting bell, and (6) a hundred or so eximportance of the Old Stone condition
today in spite of its sag- station. This station, designed planation blanks.
Church has gradually waned.
walls and sinking foundaFrom 1863 until the present, the ging
tions. Doubtlessly the old church
services have been limited to spe- will
stand for many more generacial occasions.
tions, a living reminder of an age
• Tuxedo Rental Service
The main item of interest con- which many consider to be the
cerning the church during the South's greatest. •

Old Stone Church, Located Near
Clemson, Has Interesting History
By Emory Washington
Three miles from Clemson, one town invited as guests. Horse gradually faded into near obmile off the Anderson highwty racing, in addition to providing the scurity.
stands the Old Stone Presbyterian citizens with a pleasant pastime,
It was in these surroundings,
Church. The old church is con- also served the purpose of im- in this society, and among these
structed of native rock and mor- proving the breed of horses. Com- people that the Old Stone
tar and roofed with weather-beat- munity life was at its best. Fam- Church had its humble been wood shingles." There is a stone ilies lived in peace with each ginning.
in the southwest corner on which other, knowing no jealousy, and The Hopewell-Keowee Presbythe year 1797 is roughly carved. harboring no ill feelings. The' men terian Church was organized in
Although the windows and were as chivalrous as any of the 1789. General Andrew Pickens,
doors are now boarded, the Old knights of King Arthur's court. General Robert Anderson, and a
Stone Church, resting halfway They had' been brought up to re- Mr. Dickson were the first elders.
up a gently sloping hill, pre- spect all women and their elders The original church was built of
sents an interesting picture. It and to conduct themselves in a logs and named for Gen. Pickens'
is one of simple and serene dig- gentlemanly manner at all times. home, Hopewell-Keowee. A few
nity, having a feeling seldom, To these men, honor and integrity years later the church was deif ever, reached in the more were to be deserved above all else; stroyed, supposedly by a forest
modern and costlier buildings of often they would die in a duel fire. A stone marker in the woods
defending this honor.
some distance from the present
today.
structure shows the site of the
How came this old church into
At 'the outset of the War Be- original
church.
existence? To firid the answers tween the States, Pendleton reand to be able to appreciate its sponded to the man. Every man The second church was' built in
being, one must search back into able to bear arms rose to the 1707 of native stone by John
the days when this country was challenge to fight for his beliefs Rusk. Printer John Miller, grandan infant among nations.
and everything he held dear. Pen- son of John Miller who is thought
Soon after the Kevolutionary dleton was never the same after to have been author of "Junius
War many families, attracted by the War. With many of its men Letters" and a great champion of
the more moderate climate, rich slain or crippled, its society up- personal freedoms and freedom of
soil and fine pasture lands, left rooted by the drastic economic the press, gave the tract of land,
their homes in Maryland, Pennsyl- changes, and her great sons re- somewhat over sixteen acres for
vania, and Virginia and made the moved from positions of leader- the church. Gen. Pickens conlong journey to the Piedmont sec- ship and responsibility, the little tributed the seats and the pulpit.
The i various pastors of the
tion of South Carolina. Large town, like the rest of the South,
numbers settled in Pendleton District, an area approximately equal
to present day Rhode Island.
Pendleton, as the county seat
of the district, soon became a
large trading center. Trade
among the settlers and Indians
was brisk, and the town's busiSOMETHING SPECIAL
nessmen rapidly became wealthy
and prosperous. The surrounding land became quite valuable,
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21
and many of the farsighted
townsmen eagerly sought to purchase it. Farming became very
SABER ROOM
profitable with the increase of
the slave population and large,
comfortable homes were erected
by the farmers.
- The beginning of the nineteenth
century saw the Low Country arisPrice
$1.75
tocracy, sweltering in their hot,
humid sumers, looking upon PenHours
6 to 8:30 P. M.
dleton as an ideal summer resort
town. Many bought farms and
erected houses. After a few summers in the cool Blue Ridge
Mountain foothills, more than a
few enlarged their homes and decided to remain in Pendleton permantly.
As the years progressed, PenCLEMSON, S. C.
dleton became a cultural center
See us for wheel-balancing and let us service your car
of the state. The refined customs
and manners of the Low Country
for those week-end trips.
residents were adopted by the
friendly, hospitable immigrants
from Virginia and Pennsylvania.
BEAUTIFUL
Very early in the nineteenth
century the Pendleton Male Academy was started, followed in 1811
by the circulating library, and in
GREENVILLE HIGHWAY
1827 by the Pendleton Female
Academy. These were in addiHome-made Pies and Donuts — Steaks & Chops
tion to the public schools.
In the academy the boys were
taught the fundamentals of gentlemanly conduct in addition to
the general subjects of school.
The girls' academy was recognized as among the best in the
country. Its students came from
many states and from several
countries abroad. In fact, there
was a time when the name Pendleton was synonomous with
beautiful girls.
FEATURING
Social life in these days was at
its peak. Marriages were always
a big occasion, with the whole

CHRISTMAS BUFFET

CLEMSON HOUSE

SKELTON SERVICE STATION

HOLLY HILL INN

CL1S0IIIGHT

EAT AT

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.
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CHRISTMAS
'■ SEAL

• Famous Arrow Full Dress Shirts

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

• Pearl and Maroon

THE ELITE

Studs and Matching Cuff Links

Anderson, S. C.
GIVE DAD SOMETHING NICE FROM

HOKE SLOAN'S
HOW ABOUT LITTLE BROTHER?

■■ C I 1 b IV
Formal Bow Ties
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"QUALITY COSTS NO MORE"

FIGHT TB

Chesterfield is Best for YOU!
-And First to Present
this Scientific Evidence on
Effects of Smoking
AMEDICAL SPECIALIST is making regular
bi-monthly examinations of a group of
people from various walks of life. 45 percent
of this group have smoked Chesterfield for an
average of over ten years.
After eight months, the medical specialist reports that he observed . .'.
no adverse effects on the nose, throat
and sinuses of the group from smoking
Chesterfield.
CHESTERFIELD-FIRST and only premium
quality cigarette available in both regular and
king-size.

Ralph Flanagan
DECEMBER 30-8:00 P.M.

DILLARD'S
Sporting Goods
—AND—

FRANK DAILEY'S
MEAD0WBR00K

Hobby Shop

Route 23, Cedar Grove, N. J.

Tennis Rackets Restrung

For reservations call Frank Dailey direct

24 Hour Service

VERONA 8-1914, CEDAR GROVE

ANDERSON, S. C.
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